Magnetic field and temperature dependent photoluminescence studies on neutral and charged excitons in individual InAs quantum dots allow us to uncover different mechanisms by which the discrete quantum dot states are coupled to delocalized continuum states in a quantum well (the wetting layer). The behaviour of the neutral and singly charged excitons can be explained taking only discrete quantum dot states into account. For doubly and triply charged excitons we have to consider spin dependent coherent and incoherent interactions between discrete quantum dot states and delocalized wetting layer states.
Introduction
The discrete nature of optical transitions in individual semiconductor quantum dots can be described by an artificial atom model and has stimulated proposals for using dots in quantum information devices. This model can be justified by the (395) shell structure observed when a quantum dot is filled either with excitons [1] or with electrons [2] . At low temperature, the artificial atom picture is strengthened by the long coherence times of an exciton in a quantum dot [3] [4] [5] , motivating the application of quantum dots in quantum optics and quantum information processing. Excitons in quantum dots have already been manipulated coherently [6] [7] [8] . Whereas interactions of discrete quantum dot states and continuum states from the wetting layer are usually regarded as a source of incoherence [9] , they can also give rise to a new type of coherent interaction [10] .
Here we report magnetic field (0 to 9 T) and temperature dependent (4 to 30 K) photoluminescence (PL) on neutral and charged excitons in individual InAs quantum dots. Our approach is to compare configurations with different occupations of s-and p-like electron levels. We do this by adding excess electrons to the neutral exciton X 0 to create the singly charged exciton X 1− (trion), the doubly charged exciton X 2− and the triply charged exciton X 3− . We employ quantum dots embedded in a field-effect structure that allows us to control precisely the charge of the exciton [2] . In these experiments, a hole is generated with optical excitation. Over large regions of bias voltage, the excitonic charge is constant, and there are abrupt steps in emission energy whenever an additional electron is added to the dot [2] . The sample is grown on a GaAs substrate, on which a buffer layer, an n + -GaAs layer (the back contact) and then a 25 nm thick undoped GaAs layer (the tunnel barrier) are grown. Subsequently, the InAs quantum dots are formed in the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode, with a density in the range of 10 9 cm −2 . A GaAs/AlAs superlattice (the blocking barrier), grown on top of the GaAs covering the dots, ensures that the coupling between the dots and a surface gate electrode is purely capacitive. The dots have an ensemble PL centred at either 1.3 eV (sample A) or at 1.1 eV (sample B) depending on the growth. We have performed PL spectroscopy of individual quantum dots as a function of gate voltage V g at different temperatures using a confocal microscope. The PL is excited with an 850 nm laser diode, and is dispersed and detected with a spectrometer-Si-CCD system. The magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the quantum dot plane.
At low laser power, for each individual dot, we can identify X 0 , X 1− , X 2− , and X 3− by the large jump in PL energy on going from X 0 to X 1− , and the characteristic splittings of X 2 and X 3− , as shown in Fig. 1 for a dot from sample A.
2. The neutral exciton X 0 and the trion X
1−
In a magnetic field the behaviour of the X 0 and X 1− is typical of localized excitons [11] . There is a diamagnetic shift, quadratic in magnetic field B, arising from the enhancement of the exciton confinement, and a splitting, linear in B, arising from the spin Zeeman effect, see line width laser [12] . This value increases only by a few µeV as the temperature is raised to 30 K. The main effect of the temperature increase on the emission lines is the strong deviation from a Lorentzian line shape at higher temperature, see Fig. 3b and d, that we attribute to lattice relaxation due to exciton-acoustic phonon coupling [13] .
The doubly charged exciton X

2−
For X 2− at zero magnetic field there are two final states after recombination: a triplet with a total electron spin of S = 1 at higher energy (FWHM < 0.05 meV at 4.2 K) and a singlet S = 0 at lower energy (FWHM ≈ 0.5 meV at 4.2 K), as can be seen in Fig. 3e . The two transitions are split by the electron-electron exchange energy 2X ee sp [14] where X ee sp is the exchange interaction energy between an electron in the s state and an electron in the p state. At low temperature, recombination into the singlet state has a noticeably larger line width than recombination into the triplet state, that we interpret as a spin dependence of the relaxation mechanism for the p electron in the X 2− final state. The singlet-triplet splitting is typically 4 meV [2, 15, 16] (sample A) and 7 meV (sample B). Recent experiments also show an additional fine structure: the triplet is not a single line, but a doublet separated by the electron-hole exchange energy of ≈ 0.2 meV in sample B and ≈ 0.1 meV in sample A [17] .
In a magnetic field we observe for the singlet and triplet transitions a diamagnetic shift and a Zeeman splitting typical of localized excitons, see Fig. 2b , as for X 0 and X 1− [11] . The line width for both triplet and singlet X 2− emission increases surprisingly rapidly with temperature at a rate much larger than for X 0 and X 1− . We suggest that this broadening is due to scattering of the carriers with acoustic phonons in the final state after photon emission, where this scattering is enhanced due to a low energy tail of the continuum that overlaps with the p states [18] .
The triply charged exciton X
3−
For the dots of samples A and B the p states are the highest confined electron states for our dots, as the X 3− is the most highly charged exciton that we can create, the d states are not confined. For X 3− , we observe, as for X 2− , a splitting of the PL due to electron-electron exchange of the order of 7 meV, see transitions marked with dashed arrows in Fig. 1 . This proves that the two p electrons in the X 3− ground state have parallel spins (S = 1), with one electron in the p x state, the other in the p y state. The final states have S = 3/2 or S = 1/2 split by 3X ee sp [2] . For the optical transition from the S = 1 to the S = 3/2 state we can resolve a fine structure with three equidistant lines originating from electron-hole exchange effects in the initial state [17] . This fine structure only occurs for the S = 1 initial state, there is no electron-hole exchange for the S = 0 initial state. If the energy separation between p x and p y is larger than the exchange energy X ee pxpy , the p x orbital is doubly occupied such that S = 0. In the case of an S = 0 X 3− , the PL consists of a single line between the singlet and triplet states of the X 2− emission [15] . In Fig. 1 we can see contributions from both S = 0 and S = 1 initial case, demonstrating that these two configurations are close in energy. The dot presented in Fig. 1 is presumably slightly more asymmetric in the quantum dot plane than the dot for which we present the magnetic field results in Fig. 2 .
In a magnetic field, the X 3− has a behaviour that is completely different from the other transitions. At high field, in addition to the spin Zeeman effect, the PL develops a remarkable series of oscillations. This is preceded by a gradual collapse around 1 T of the two low field lines into a single line. A magnetic field introduces an orbital Zeeman splitting between the two p orbitals, such that when the splitting between the p orbitals exceeds the exchange energy, it becomes energetically favourable for both p electrons to occupy the lower energy p orbital and form an S = 0 state. We attribute the collapse of the PL splitting around 1 T to this change in configuration [10] .
In a magnetic field above about 1 T, the S = 0 initial state of the X 3− is favoured (two antiparallel spins in the p x state). In this case, the emission has a very large line width. We argue that the final state of the S = 0 X 3− is responsible for the broadening as it couples efficiently to the energetically higher lying continuum states. For weakly confined p states, this coupling initially introduces incoherence. At high magnetic fields Landau levels form in the continuum of wetting layer states. The discrete quantum dot states can couple coherently to these Landau levels giving rise to a series of anticrossings. The coupling occurs via Auger-like processes and the optical spectra can be described with an Anderson--like Hamiltonian by including the interaction between localized exciton states and delocalized states of the wetting layer [19] .
Occupation of the wetting layer is found to promote the S = 0 X 3− over the S = 1, analogous to a magnetic field. In this case, the X 3− emission becomes broad with dot-and energy-dependent features. The temperature dependence of the PL No magnetic field is applied and the curves for the three different temperatures are offset for clarity. This experiment was performed on a different dot to Figs. 1-3 . Occupation of the wetting layer favours the S = 0 initial state and its emission gives the broad band. On increasing the temperature, the S = 1 initial state is thermally occupied, leading to the emission at 1.286 eV (1.2795 eV) into the S = 3/2 (S = 1/2) final states, as indicated by arrows. Let us note that the emission into the S = 1/2 final state is broad even without an occupied wetting layer [2] because the final state can relax without a spin-flip.
from an X 3− with occupied wetting layer is shown in Fig. 4 . At low temperature, there is a very broad line, but, remarkably, on increasing the temperature, a sharp line emerges. The broad PL peak arises from the S = 0 X 3− broad band because the hybridization with the continuum allows the final state in the absence of a magnetic field to decay rapidly. We identify the sharp line as emission from the thermally occupied S = 1 initial state into the S = 3/2 final state both from its energy and from the emergence of its partner (S = 1/2 final state) at lower energy. The S = 0 and S = 1 excitons have almost degenerate initial states and there is no obvious reason why the initial states should have different energy broadenings. But there is a crucial difference in the final states: the S = 0 X 3− final state hybridizes with the continuum, the S = 1 X 3− final states do not. The absence of hybridization allows the S = 1 X 3− exciton to retain a sharp PL despite the massive broadening of the S = 0 X 3− PL.
Conclusions
We have employed charge tunable structures to study the coupling of discrete quantum dot levels with continuum states in the wetting layer. The behaviour of the exciton X 3− differs strongly from the other exciton states as it forms a coherent hybridization with Landau levels in the wetting layer.
